Acute brain perfusion disorders in children assessed by quantitative perfusion computed tomography in the emergency setting.
Perfusion computed tomography (CT) is a simple imaging technique that allows accurate quantitative assessment of brain perfusion. Perfusion CT is an ideal imaging technique to be used in the emergency setting and has thus gained recognition in the early management of adult acute stroke patients. Perfusion CT can be applied to children successfully by using adequate imaging protocols. The goal of this article is to provide a pictorial essay of the perfusion CT features of diseases that affect brain perfusion as depicted in a population of children who were evaluated in the emergency CT unit of our institution. During the period of September 2001 to October 2002, all the children, who were evaluated in the emergency CT unit of our institution and who were prescribed with a cerebral CT and an intravenous administration of iodinated contrast material, underwent a perfusion-CT examination. Perfusion-CT maps were reviewed in the patients diagnosed as abnormal on the basis of follow-up clinical/radiological examinations and correlated with the results of these tests. Brain perfusion-CT examinations have been performed in 77 children. Fifty-three patients were considered as normal, based on normal conventional cerebral CT and normal clinical/radiological follow-up. Perfusion-CT results showed major abnormalities in 14 cases among the 24 remaining patients, related to brain ischemia in 2, head trauma in 9, brain infection in 2, and sickle cell disease in 1. These abnormalities consisted in low regional cerebral blood flow and volume values, and in high mean transit time values. They demonstrated typical anatomical distribution, depending on the considered pathological condition. Perfusion CT provides quantitative assessment of child brain perfusion disorders. Its ability to be easily performed upon admission makes it an ideal emergency tool that advantageously competes with other imaging techniques such as perfusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging, despite its limited spatial coverage. Its usefulness with respect to the impact on treatment and outcome, however, remains to be established in further studies.